
Zeebu Continues to Make Waves in Web3 and
Telecom Space

SINGAPORE, February 8, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Zeebu, the

pioneering Web3 Neobank platform

for telecom carrier industry, is making

significant strides in the decentralized

finance (DeFi) sector. The platform’s

native token is currently trading at an

astonishing three times its initial price,

a clear indication of the project’s

success and the growing interest and

adoption of the platform by telecom

and Web3 community.

Zeebu Makes a Strong Start at Capacity

Middle East Event: In a significant

development, Zeebu marked its

presence on the first day of the

Capacity Middle East event, the

premier and one of the largest events

in the telecom industry. As a platinum

sponsor, Zeebu had the opportunity to present its unique offerings and vision for a

decentralized financial future within the Telecom industry. The Zeebu booth was a center of

attraction, drawing a diverse group of attendees. It served as a platform for industry experts,

leaders, and telecom carriers to experience Zeebu’s innovative solutions firsthand. The response

from the attendees was overwhelmingly positive, setting a strong momentum for Zeebu’s

journey ahead. 

Adding to the highlights of the event, Raj Brahmbhatt, the CEO and founder of Zeebu, took

centre stage as one of the panel speakers. He shared his insights on commercializing the next

mobile money platform, further emphasizing Zeebu’s commitment to innovation in the telecom

industry. This interaction provided valuable insights into the future of mobile financial services.

Zeebu’s Phenomenal Growth: Zeebu’s growth story is nothing short of extraordinary. Since its

launch, the platform has consistently outperformed expectations, achieving one milestone after

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.zeebu.com/


another. The platform’s value has skyrocketed, recording a whopping +325.44% growth from its

initial launch price. This growth is a testament to Zeebu’s robust technology, innovative solutions,

and the trust it has garnered among its investors and users.

The platform’s growth can be attributed to its unique approach to telecom transactions. By

leveraging the power of blockchain technology, Zeebu offers a decentralized solution to make

the settlement process for telecom carriers instant, secure, transparent, and accessible to

everyone. This approach has resonated with users, leading to increased adoption and

contributing to the platform’s impressive growth.

ZBU Trending in Gate.io Charts: Zeebu’s native token, $ZBU, has been making waves in the

crypto market. It has consistently featured in the top-performing asset lists on Gate.io, as shared

by DYOR, a popular cryptocurrency market screener. This recognition reflects $ZBU’s strong

performance and its growing acceptance among crypto enthusiasts.

DYOR.net share charts which provide a snapshot of the crypto market, highlighting the top-

performing assets based on various metrics. The consistent presence of $ZBU in these charts is

a testament to the token’s strong performance and the growing interest in Zeebu’s offerings.

MEXC Traders Monitoring Movements: The growing trading volume of $ZBU has caught the

attention of traders on MEXC, a leading digital asset trading platform. Its inclusion in a recent

crypto signal highlighting top rising crypto assets on MEXC.

Traders monitor these signals closely as they provide valuable insights into market trends and

potential investment opportunities. The inclusion of $ZBU in these signals is a sign of its growing

popularity among traders.

Conclusion: In conclusion, Zeebu’s impressive performance and growing recognition in the

crypto market underscore its potential as a leading player in the Web3 space. As the platform

continues to innovate and expand, the future looks bright for Zeebu and its community. With its

unique offerings and strong performance, Zeebu is well-positioned to lead the charge in the

decentralized finance sector. As we continue to monitor its progress, we look forward to seeing

what the future holds for this exciting project.
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